Meet the stand-on spreader-sprayer
that’s taking the industry by storm…
The Scag Turf Storm.
Built Scag Tough, the Turf Storm is a
must-have tool for the serious landscape
chemical applicator, and anyone looking
to expand their lawn care offerings.
A natural fit for large commercial
properties, the Turf Storm also makes
itself at home while treating residential
lawns.
With right-sized liquid and dry
capacities, the Turf Storm will help you
get more done per day for maximum
productivity and profitability.

Prototype shown in photos. Actual product may vary.
Shown equipped with optional foam marker accessory; sold separately.

www.SCAG.com

Ergonomic drive control lever design provides
incredible ease-of-use. Adjustable front bar acts
as speed control for accurate application rate.

Accuracy and consistency of application are easy to maintain with controls and gauges that are
clearly marked and located within easy reach. High-quality switches, levers, dials and gauges
ensure reliable engagement/adjustment and long life.

Spacious operator platform features an extralarge operator comfort cushion paired with
coil-spring suspension for a smooth ride.

Removable cushion and open lower area allow quick and easy service access to the hydro drive
pumps, hydro oil reservoir, and other mechanicals.

n Heavy-duty construction ensures years of dependable

service and worry-free productivity. Important structural
components are made of stainless steel to resist the
effects of consistent exposure to commonly-used, highlycorrosive chemicals.

n Wide stance and minimal length optimizes the

machine’s overall maneuverability and stability.

n Incredible machine balance ensures sure footing,

eliminating the need for locking front casters.

n Rugged, dual hydraulic drive system delivers

dependable power with 10 cc Hydro-Gear pumps and 		
14.5 ci Parker wheel motors.

n Productive ground speeds help get the job done fast: up

to 8.5 mph.

n Powerful and efficient 21 hp Vanguard engine delivers

ample power, along with exceptional efficiency and
dependable performance. 50-amp charging system
ensures dependable spreader operation and battery life.

n Large 20” drive tires and 16” caster tires provide

dependable traction and a smooth ride.

n Front and rear tie-down points for easy trailering.
n Strong warranty: 2-year commercial / 90-day rental

limited warranty coverage against manufacturing defects.

n A variety of accessories will be available for the Turf

Storm, allowing you to customize the machine for
maximum production based on your specific needs:
7gpm pump, foam marker kit, auxiliary spray tank, rearmounted storage trays and LED light kit.*

n Large 5-gallon fuel tank features large filler neck, fuel

gauge and molded-in cup holder for operator convenience.

* Anticipated accessory list. Not all accessories will be immediately available at Turf Storm
initial release in Fall, 2020. Consult with your Scag Dealer for more information.

220-pound hopper dry/granular capacity. Hightorque electric spreader motor helps deliver up
to 25-foot spread width.

Hopper cover is included to help keep granular
materials dry to prevent clumping and sticking.

Spread dry materials up to 25-feet wide thanks
to a high-torque electric spreader motor.

8-foot wide spray fold-away spray boom with five
nozzles delivers spraying widths of 2, 6, 8 or 10
feet. 5gpm sprayer pump.

Hinged boom arms fold inward for transport, or
to access tighter spaces.

Replaceable nozzle design (with strainer)
accommodates most standard tips, allowing
you to install exactly the right tip for the job
and conditions.

60-gallon total liquid capacity keeps you spraying
longer. Dual 30-gallon liquid tanks with drain
valves for easy draining and cleaning. Pre-pump
strainer is equipped with a 50 mesh screen.

Drain plug at the lowest part of the tank allows for
quick and convenient tank draining and cleaning
in between the use of different chemicals.

Heavy-duty hose reel with 75 feet of highpressure hose lets you reach those spaces that
are too tight or steep to drive onto.

Model
STS60-21BV

Liquid Capacity
60 gallons (30 each tank)

Dry Capacity		
220 lbs.

Horsepower
21		
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